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Abstract

We describe an architecture for optical local area network (LAN) or metropolitan area net-

work (MAN) access. The architecture allows for bandwidth sharing within a wavelength and

is robust to both link and node failures. The architecture can be utilized with an arbitrary,

link-redundant mesh network (node-redundancy is necessary only to handle all node failures),

and assumes neither the use of a star topology nor the ability to embed such a topology within

the physical mesh. Reservation of bandwidth is performed in a centralized fashion at a (repli-

cated) head end node, simplifying the implementation of complex sharing policies relative to

implementation on a distributed set of routers. Unlike a router, however, the head end does not

take any action on individual packets and, in particular, does not buffer packets. The archi-

tecture thus avoids the difficulties of processing packets in the optical domain while allowing

for packetized shared access of wavelengths. In this paper, we describe the route construction

scheme and prove its ability to recover from single link and single node failures, outline a flex-

ible medium access protocol and discuss the implications for implementing specific policies,

and propose a simple implementation of the recovery protocol in terms of state machines for

per-link devices.

1 Introduction

Our motivation is to create an architecture that provides low-cost access to optical bandwidth

in a flexible, efficient, and robust manner. We consider the case in which certain wavelengths

within a local or metropolitan area network are reserved for access by access nodes that share

bandwidth. We propose a network management architecture that manages routes and bandwidth

access in a way that is robust to link or node failures while allowing significant flexibility in terms

of bandwidth allocation.
�The material presented in this paper is based in part upon work supported by grant MDA972-99-1-0005 from the

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. The content of the information does not necessarily reflect the position

or the policy of that organization.
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The two main elements of our network management architecture are the establishment of routes

and the recovery mechanism in case of link failure or node failure. While we present a general type

of bandwidth access protocol that can be used with our network management, different types of

reservation and scheduling schemes can be used in combination with our network management.

The main characteristics that distinguish our architecture from previous work are:

� The architecture implements, through appropriate routes, a LAN or MAN over an arbitrary

redundant mesh topology, rather than over a star or multiple rings. In particular, our network

can utilize an arbitrary link-redundant subgraph of a full network graph, such as a portion

of a metropolitan area network. Figure 1 shows an example in which two groups of nodes

share a wavelength (the thick lines) on a single physical network (the thin lines).

� The network management architecture realizes recovery using preplanned rerouting in the

case of a link or node failure. While the routes change dynamically, the network takes, for

every failure, actions which are predetermined by the network management. Routing and

recovery are closely intertwined: the route is constructed to enable recovery and recovery is

effected in part through preplanned rerouting.

� Our network management is compatible with lightpath routes. Thus, each shared subnetwork

in Figure 1 requires only a pair of duplex wavelengths in a WDM system.

� We consider the case where each shared subnetwork carries traffic that can fit within a single

wavelength. Currently, per-wavelength rates reach 10 Gbps for OC-192, and 40 Gbps per

wavelength systems have been demonstrated and are in commercial development. Enterprise

routers currently offer throughputs of the order of tens of Gbps. Thus, it is reasonable to

assume that a single wavelength can carry the traffic of certain enterprise networks or virtual

private networks.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section provides an overview

of the background literature relevant to optical local area networks. In Section 3, we describe the

main features of our network management architecture: routes and associated recovery mecha-

nisms that provide us with a means of recovering from link or node failures. In Section 4, we

outline an access protocol for use with our network management architecture. The protocol allows
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us to share wavelengths in a flexible, bandwidth-efficient, and fair manner. In Section 5, we dis-

cuss implementation issues, and, finally, present our conclusions and areas for further research in

Section 6.

2 Background

In this section, we briefly overview previous work in topics that are relevant to our architecture.

In particular, we consider the following topics: topologies for optical LANs and MANs; folded

bus schemes; redundant tree routes; and access protocols for optical LANs and MANs. There

has been significant work in the area of optical LANs and MANs using WDM. The vast major-

ity of the proposed architectures consider star topologies, where some type of switch, router, or

other type of hub, is placed in the center of a topology and each node is directly connected to

the hub ([MB99, HRS93, LK93, MHH98, NT90, LA95, Gui97, SR96, CG89, GK91, LGK96,

YGK96, HKS87, SGK87, Meh90, JU92, GG94, BSD93, CG99, Dow91, MJS00, WH98, SG00,

HKR+96, GCJ+93, KFG92, CDR90]). These star architectures usually involve a passive op-

tical broadcast star. These stars generally have senders and/or receivers that are tunable over

the whole spectrum or a subset of the spectrum. Since the topology is very simple, the liter-

ature treating stars is generally concerned with issues of scheduling, which we do not address

in this paper. We consider a scheduled system but do not specify the algorithm for scheduling

and possible reservations. Another topology alternative involves rings, such as fiber distributed

data interface (FDDI) ([Ros89, Ros90, LaM91]). Multiple ring topologies may be interconnected

through a hub [JL98], or rings may coexist in a logically interconnected fashion over a sin-

gle physical ring ([MBL+97b, MBL+99, MBL+97a]), or rings may be arranged hierarchically

([BDF+, JL98, LG97]).

Our topology considers arbitrary link or node redundant topologies, as is detailed in the next

section. The extension from star or ring topologies to mesh topologies. To illustrate this point,

consider figure 2. The nodes in the topology shown cannot be covered by a single star, or ring, or

by rings interconnected through a hub.

Our routing scheme is used in a particular type of folded bus, as well as in redundant broadcast

trees, which may be viewed as extensions of dual buses. Extensive analysis of folded bus schemes,
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such as DQDB ([IEE, Won89, Bis90, CGL90, CGL91, HM90, vA90, MB, Kam91, Rod90, WT93])

has been carried out. Dual bus schemes have also been analyzed extensively ([HM90, WT93,

SS93, SS94b, SS94a, YC92]). Analysis has also been carried out for other bus schemes, such

as CRMA ([Hua94, SS94b, Nas90, vALZZ91]), which can use either dual buses or a folded bus,

and for optical bus schemes ([KJ95]) such as HLAN ([Fin95, RFB+97, BCH+96]) and ORMA

([Ham97]). Besides these main bus protocols, there exist a variety of alternative bus schemes

([Lim90, LF82, CO90, WOS92, WO90, WOSC92, TBF83, TC83]). The analysis for buses is

almost entirely concerned with issues of bandwidth allocation, such as fairness and bandwidth

efficiency. This analysis is not directly pertinent to our research, as we do not specify a particular

scheduling or reservation scheme. The main aspects of the construction of our folded bus are that

the bus may be overlaid over any redundant mesh network and that that the bus is constructed with

the goal of being robust to a single link or node failure. None of the work referenced above is

concerned with such aspects of robustness.

Besides a folded bus route, our network management architecture also uses a route based upon

redundant trees,i.e., pairs of trees in which each node is connected to at least one tree root even

after failure of a single link or node. Such pairs of trees were first introduced in [IR88, ZI89],

using s-t numberings ([LEC66]), and a more general method of constructing them was given in

[MFBG99]. This paper extends the work in [MFBG99] to permit separation of the two tree roots,

which allows the possibility of recovering from the failure of either root node.

For the access protocol within our network management architecture, we address only the

mechanism by which nodes can transmit and receive. As mentioned before, our goal is not to

establish a particular scheduling or reservation scheme. Selecting the particular implementation

of scheduling or reservation is best done when particular performance metrics, such a fairness,

bandwidth efficiency, or delay are considered. The choice of appropriate metrics, in turn, depends

crucially on the applications for our architecture, a discussion of which lies outside the scope of

this paper. Scheduling has been considered extensively in the literature addressing optical stars and

buses (referenced above), as well as for optical rings ([ZQ99, ZQ97]), optical switches ([Var00,

LVB00, BCF99, LBR]), and WDM networks with arbitrary topologies ([HC98]). Another protocol

aspect that we do not consider in this paper is the specific structure of the signaling for a control

channel. Several methods and their performance, in particular in terms of scalability with the
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number of nodes and of delay, have been presented in [SG00, CZA93, KFG92, BM95, DG99].

In this paper, we do not address the issue of how transmissions are scheduled. A very large

body of literature deals with scheduling in star networks. While we consider timing issues in our

protocol, implementation issues such timing recovery and ranging of nodes are outside the scope

of this paper.

In the rest of the paper, we present the features of our network management architecture: rout-

ing for robustness to link or node failures on mesh networks, access protocol for flexible use of

bandwidth, and a simple but flexible implementation, in terms of state machines, of our network

management.

3 Robustness of Routing

We consider both link failures and node failures. For each case, we first describe how the route

is performed when there are no failures and how the route is modified to recover from a failure.

Next, we present a protocol that correctly implements the routes.

We describe an algorithm for route construction using access nodes in such a way that recovery

is possible even in the event of any link failure. Our route consists of two parts: a “collection”

portion of the route and a “distribution” portion. The collection portion allows all nodes to place

their traffic on the access wavelength(s) and the distribution portion ensures that packets can reach

all nodes.

3.1 Route construction

Consider a link-redundant mesh network on which a wavelength is to be shared. The network can

be a subnetwork of another, larger network, but the links in the subnetwork must all be duplex, and

the subnetwork must be link-redundant, meaning that all nodes remain connected when any single

link fails.1 Let the directed graphG = (N;A) represent the network on which the architecture

must operate. The graphG consists of a setN of vertices and a setA of directed arcs. Every node

in the network corresponds to a vertex in the graph, and every link in the network corresponds
1Recovering from any single node failure requires a node-redundant network, but recovering from link failures

requires only link-redundancy with our architecture.
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to a pair of arcs in the graph. Failure of a network link removes the two corresponding arcs in

the graph, and failure of a node removes the corresponding vertex and all arcs incident upon that

vertex (i.e., the arcs corresponding to all links incident upon the node in the network).

We describe an algorithm for route construction using access nodes in such a way that recovery

from any single link or node failure is possible. The route consists of two elements: a collection

portion and a distribution portion. Nodes place packets on the access wavelength in the collection

portion of the route, and the distribution portion delivers all packets to all nodes.

The collection portion of the route is constructed as follows. Select a root vertex (any choice

suffices) and build a depth-first search (DFS) numbering beginning at the root vertex. The collec-

tion route is a walk that traverses nodes as they are considered by the DFS numbering algorithm.

Figure 3 illustrates this process: thick, solid lines represent edges (arc pairs) in the DFS tree, and

thick, dotted lines indicate edges not included in the DFS tree. Vertex 1 is selected as the root,

from which point vertices 2, 3, and 4, are explored in order. Vertex 4 is a leaf of the DFS tree. The

DFS algorithm returns to vertex 3 and subsequently to vertex 2, from which it explores vertices 5

and 6. Vertex 6 is also leaf of the DFS tree. The DFS returns to vertex 5, then 2, and, finally, to

vertex 1. The collection route is thus (1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 5, 6, 5, 2, 1), and appears in the figure with

thin lines.

The collection route defines a walk that traverses every vertex inG at least once. This walk tra-

verses each arc inG at most once; as arcs correspond to fibers in the network, a single wavelength

is adequate to support the entire collection route. The collection route is similar to a folded bus,

with a single vertex (the root) serving as the head end and all other nodes acting as access nodes,

as shown in Figure 4. The signal collected on the collection portion of the route is distributed on

the distribution portion through the head end of the collection route, which is also the root of the

distribution route.

The distribution route consists of a directed spanning trees rooted at the DFS tree root. We

call this tree the primary tree. Robustness is afforded in the distribution route by constructing

a secondary tree that shares the root but no arcs with the primary tree. The trees are chosen to

ensure that removal of any edge (and its two associated arcs) leaves the root connected to every

vertex on at least one of the trees. The root then broadcasts the collected traffic on the two trees

simultaneously, and any vertex affected by a failure on the primary tree need merely listen to the
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secondary tree. Methods for constructing such trees are given in [MFBG99]. Figure 5 shows a pair

of redundant trees defined on the network of Figure 3.

A single wavelength, used in both directions, is sufficient to construct the primary and sec-

ondary trees. The root of the primary and secondary tree must therefore be able to perform wave-

length conversion, by placing the traffic from the collection route onto the primary tree. We only

require one node to perform wavelength conversion. Alternatively, the two trees may be placed on

two separate fibers. Thus, our system may be implemented as two-fiber system, with collection

and distribution routes sharing fibers, or as a four-fiber systems, where each fiber carries either one

direction of the collection route, or one direction of the distribution trees.

3.2 Link-failure robustness

We may now address how we ensure robustness against link failures. The crux of our algorithm

lies in our method of performing link recovery in the collection portion of the route. The recovery

is done in the following way. Suppose that link[i; j] fails. If link [i; j] is not included in the DFS

tree, its failure leaves the collection route unaffected. We therefore need only consider the case

where link [i; j] is included in the DFS tree. We assume wlog that vertexi is the ancestor ofj.

Failure of [i; j] disconnectsj and all of its descendants from the rest of the tree. From the DFS

construction and the fact that that we have a two-edge connected graph,j or some descendant of

j must have an edge connecting it to some ancestor ofj (sibling links cannot exist in a DFS tree).

Let k be the descendant ofj (possiblyj itself) with the lowest number in the DFS numbering such

that there is an edge connectingk to some ancestor, sayl, of j. Then, the edge[l; k] by construction

is not part of the DFS tree. Figure 6 shows the construction on which our argument is based.

To effect recovery, a new collection route is constructed based on the original collection route.

The original collection route included

(l0; l; l1; : : : ; i0; i; j; j1 : : : ; k0; k; k1; k2; : : : ; k2; k1; k; k0; : : : j; i; : : : ; l1; l; l0; : : :) :

Note that any or all ofl0; l1; i0; j1; k0; k1; k2 may not exist. The new route is

(l0; l; k; k0; : : : ; j; : : : ; j; : : : ; k0; k; k1; k2; : : : ; k2; k1; k; l; l1; : : : ; i0; i; i0; : : : ; l1; l; l0; : : :) :

The new route is shown in Figure 7, with the portion of the routes that do not use links used by the

DFS tree shown in gray lines (the two gray lines in our illustration are for traversing the link[k; l] in
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both directions). For the route after failure of[i; j], we keep the old route except for the following

changes. When we first encounterl, we immediately proceed tok, from where we explore all the

descendants ofj in the DFS numbering. The exploration of the nodes that are descendants ofj can

be thought as being done in two parts. First, we explore the nodes that are not descendants ofk in

the DFS numbering. Next, we explore the nodes that are descendants ofk in the DFS numbering.

Then, we return to l, from which we explore the nodes toi in the DFS order. Ati, we immediately

backtrack tol. After we visit l for the third time, we resume exploring nodes with the original

route.

We may give an interpretation of the above route in terms of the switching that needs to be

done at nodes. For the distribution portion, each vertex that is downstream of the link failure in

the primary tree switches to receiving on the secondary tree. On the collection portion, vertexl

connects(l0; l) to (l; k), (k; l) to (l; l1) and(l1; l) to (l:l0). Nodek connects(l; k) to (k; k0), (k0; k)

to (k; k1) and(k1; k) to (k; l).Note that branchings may occur atk, l, or j. In that case the above

connections must be amended so that all those branchings are explored. Thus, for instance, the

first connection into a vertex would be followed by connections ensuring explorations of those

branchings. Then, the connections would resume as above.

3.3 Node-failure robustness

Extending the route construction techniques to allow recovery from node failures requires only

a single modification to the distribution portion of the routing. The modification is necessary to

handle the failure of the root node of the two distribution trees. Assume that the graphG is two-

vertex redundant (otherwise some node failure is impossible to recover). The collection route

construction is identical. The major difference lies in the fact that we cannot rely on a single node

to connect the collection portion of the route to the distribution portion as for link failures, since

that single node may itself experience a failure. We first examine recovery in the collection portion

and next we consider the distribution portion.

The collection portion visits every node at least twice. Let vertexn1 be the root of the DFS.

With a two-vertex connected graph, the resulting DFS tree contains only a single arc originating

at n1. In particular, the DFS root has only a single child, as all other nodes must be reachable
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from that child without passing through the root and are thus found to be descendants of the child.

Denote the root’s unique childn2. The last arc of the collection route is then(n2; n1).

In case of failure of a vertex other thann1, we perform recovery in a manner akin to that

given for link failures, with some crucial modifications. Letj be the failed vertex andi the vertex

preceding it in the DFS tree. Let us consider all branchings of the DFS tree that split off atj. If no

branchings split off atj, we consider that there is a single branching. For ease of exposition, we

refer to branchings fromj, which include the branchings that split off atj and the single branching

when there are no splits atj. SinceG is two-vertex connected, there is an edge connecting at least

one vertex in each of these branchings fromj to a vertex upstream ofj in the DFS tree. For a

particular branching, say branchingx, from j, let us callkx the vertex that is connected to a vertex,

lx, upstream ofj. The arguments carried out for the failure of link[i; j] apply to the case where

vertexj fails instead.

For each branching fromj, the new collection route is constructed as if link[i; j] had failed.

Suppose that there areb branchings fromj. Let us suppose at first that all thelxs are distinct. The

branchings are numbered so that, for allx; y between 1 andb, if x < y thenlx has a lower DFS

number thanly. A new collection route is constructed using the original collection route. Figure 8

illustrates the original routes, with only two branchings shown fromj . The original collection

route included, without loss of generality,

�
n1; n2; l

1

0; l
1; l11; : : : ; l

2

0; l
2; l21; : : : ; l

b
0; l

b; lb1; : : : i0; i; j; j
1 : : : ;

k10; k
1; k11; k

1

2; : : : ; k
1

2; k
1

1; k
1; k10; : : : j1; j; j

2 : : : ;

k20; k
2; k21; k

2

2; : : : ; k
2

2; k
2

1; k
2; k20; : : : j

2; j; j3

: : : ; kb
0; k

b; kb
1; k

b
2; : : : ; k

b
2; k

b
1; k

b; kb
0; : : : j

b; j; i; i0 : : : ; l1; l; l0; : : : l
b
1; l

b; lb0; : : : ; n2; n1
�

Note that any or all ofi0 and ofl10; l
1
1; : : : ; l

b
0; l

b
1; k

1
0; k

1
1; k

1
2; : : : k

b
1; k

b
1; k

b
2 may not exist. More-

over,lx1 andlx+1 may be the same andlx andlx+10 may be the same. The new route is

�
n1; n2; l

1

0; l
1; k1; k10; : : : j

1; : : : ; k10; k
1; k11; k

1

2; : : : ; k
1; l1; l11; : : : ;

l20; l
2; k2; k20; : : : j

2; : : : ; k20; k
2; k21; k

2

2; : : : ; k
2; l2; l21; : : :
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lb0; l
b; kb; kb

0; : : : j
b; : : : ; kb

0; k
b; kb

1; k
b
2; : : : ; k

b; lb; lb1; : : :

l21; l
2; l20; : : : ; l

1

1; l
1; l10; : : : ; n2; n1

�
:

Figure 9 shows the route after failure of nodej for the example shown in Figure 8.

We may now describe how we may modify the above route when thelxs are not all distinct.

Suppose thatlx and lx+1 are the same. Then, after having visited thexth branching fromj, we

would not proceed tolx1 but instead proceed tokx+1 and proceed as before. In effect, we use the

same route as before, for the special case wherelx1 = lx+10 = lx+1 = lx. Note that, ifn1 fails, our

collection route can be effected by makingn2 the root of the DFS tree.

The distribution route is made by constructing two trees in such a way that the failure of

any node other than the root leaves every other node connected to the root by at least one tree.

One approach to constructing such trees is a straightforward extension of the algorithm given in

[MFBG99]. From the algorithm in [MFBG99], we can establish that it is possible to include arc

(n1; n2) in the secondary tree. Indeed, the algorithm first chooses an arbitrary undirected cycle

including vertexn1. From Menger’s theorem, such a cycle can be a cycle including edge[n1; n2].

Moreover, we can arbitrarily choose a direction on that cycle to generate the first portion of the

primary tree. If we choose the direction that traverses arc(n2; n1), arc(n1; n2) is included in the

secondary tree. New nodes are explored by searching nodes that are adjacent to nodes already

included in the primary and secondary trees. This exploration is effected in the following way:

we create a directed path beginning at a covered vertex and ending at another covered vertex and

such that all intermediate nodes are uncovered. Using the numberings given to the nodes, the path

is traversed (except for the last vertex in the path) in one direction for the primary tree and in the

reverse direction for the secondary tree. The root vertex, in this casen1, is always the starting point

of a path inclusion in the primary tree. For all nodes adjacent ton1, we choose to explore them

from n1. Thus, except for(n1; n2), no other arc originating atn1 is included in the secondary tree.

If a vertexn other thann1 fails, each vertex downstream ofn in the primary distribution tree

switches to receiving on the backup tree. Other nodes are unaffected by the failure. The difficulty

arises when vertexn1 fails. In this case,n1 no longer inserts packets into the collection route, and

n2 has all collected packets at the end of the collection route. We can thus truncate the collection

portion of the route atn2 and maken2 the root of the backup tree. Noden2 then broadcasts on
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the secondary tree of the distribution route. As all nodes are downstream ofn1 in the distribution

portion of the route, all nodes switch to receiving on the backup tree. Thus,n2 acts as the root on

the backup tree. Although link failure recovery required only a single wavelength changer atn1,

dealing with node failures requires dealing with the possible loss of the wavelength changer, which

must thus be replicated atn2.

4 Access protocol

In this section, we overview the access protocol and discuss its bandwidth efficiency and fairness

properties. Our scheme consists of a single head end and of access nodes. The head end issues

permits to all access nodes on the network. The nodes share a single wavelength and transmit only

when they receive, from the head node, the authorization to transmit. The data is collected in the

following way: there exists a route, starting at the head end, that traverses all the nodes in a given

order once and then traverses the nodes again, but in the reverse order, and terminates at the head

end after having collected all the data in one round. The combination of these two traversals of

the nodes, during which data from those nodes is collected, we refer to as the collection route.

Figure 4 shows a schematic of the setup we consider. In the next section, we detail how to select

such a route in a way that allows us to perform recovery. We also describe how data is distributed

in a manner that is robust to failures. For the remainder of this section, we simply assume that we

have a collection route, without regard to how the ordering on the collection route is established.

Bandwidth efficiency and fairness are of concern in access networks. In particular, while pack-

etized access is desirable from the point of view of flexibility and compatibility with standard pro-

tocols such as TCP/IP, it may be detrimental to efficient use of bandwidth. Moreover, while path

protection and link restoration require the use of excess bandwidth beyond that used for primary

communications, we want to be parsimonious in the use of bandwidth devoted to protection and

recovery. In this section we address several issues relating to bandwidth efficiency and fairness.

First, we address the issue of wavelength allocation. Our scheme requires at most two wavelengths

(bidirectional) over the whole network. These two wavelengths may be carried on different pairs

of fibers (for a 4-fiber system) or may be carried over a single pair of fibers (for a 2-fiber system).

Through judicious selection of fibers, we may not need to use two wavelengths (bidirectional) over
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all links.

The second issue we discuss is that of fair provisioning through a simple reservation scheme.

Our reservation scheme relies on the fact that the head node, in an unpruned scenario, is both the

originating and the terminal point of the collection portion of the route. The fact that each node sees

the traffic at least twice is an important fact in the treatment of our last issue, that of the efficient

use of capacity. The efficient use of capacity in our scheme differs from that of other schemes in

the following way: while most schemes are concerned with making use of unreserved bandwidth,

we propose to make use of both unreserved bandwidth and ofreserved bandwidth that was not

used. We describe a way for achieving utilization of unreserved and unused reserved bandwidth

and discuss some means of insuring some measure of fairness.

The re-use of unused slots is a feature of other folded bus schemes such as DQDB and CRMA

[SS94b] and has been discussed in the context of optical access in [KSBS98].

We propose a new protocol to achieve efficient use of bandwidth. The main advantages of our

access protocol are:

� reservations are allowed but not necessary

� variable length packets are allowed

� the protocol can rapidly respond to new traffic demands

� both unreserved bandwidth and reserved unused bandwidth can be utilized by users in close

to real time.

The protocol is similar to a folded bus scheme, with certain crucial modifications. On the col-

lection portion of the route, each node sees traffic on the collection route in both directions along

any link. A node, sayi, places requests for reservations on an out-of-band request channel. The

request channel is accessed in a time-slotted manner, to ensure that every node can transmit its

requests. Note that the timing requirements on the request channel are fairly loose. The head end

node processes the requests and, with some delay that depends on the particular implementation of

bandwidth assignment strategies at the head end node, assigns bandwidth. The bandwidth assign-

ment is made by transmitting “begin send” (BS) and “end send” (ES) signals on the wavelength
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that is accessed for the collection route. These signals are addressed to specific nodes, so the mes-

sage BSi would indicate that nodei can begin sending. The time between a BSi and a ESi is called

the transmission interval for nodei. The time between the transmission of a BSi by the head end

node and the reception of a BSi by the head end node is called a transmission cycle. When node

i sees BSi, it starts transmitting traffic. Nodei transmits until it sees the message ESi or until

it has no more traffic to send. If nodei ceases transmission because it has no more to transmit,

nodei places a end-of-transmission (EOT) signal on the access wavelength. After generating an

EOT signal, nodei does not transmit until the next ESi signal. For the efficient operation of our

protocol, it is important that nodei transmit only as long as it has something to transmit, otherwise

idle time in a transmission interval of nodei cannot be re-used, as will become apparent in the

sequel.

Efficient use of bandwidth is achieved in the following manner. First, nodei can use unreserved

bandwidth if nodei has traffic that was not accommodated in its last transmission interval. If an

ES signal has been seen and no BS signal has been seen, and if nodei has been given the appropri-

ate authorizations by the head end node, nodei immediately transmits a BTi (begin transmission)

signal and commences transmission after a delay�i. The delay is given by the head end node. If

another BT signal is seen beforei commences transmission,i desists until a ET (end transmis-

sion) signal is received. Otherwise, nodei transmits and, upon completion of its transmission,

places a ETi signal on the access wavelength. If a BS signal is received by nodei, nodei ceases

transmission. The head end can control the use of the unreserved bandwidth in different ways:

� by specifying in which intervals nodei can transmit. For instance, the head end node may

constraini to be able to use unreserved bandwidth only after ESj.

� By specifying when nodei can access unreserved transmissions. For instance, nodei may

be allowed to transmit only when it sees an ES signal for the second time in a transmission

cycle, or when it sees it for the first time.

� By specifying�i. A node with a short�i may be able to preempt transmission of nodes

downstream from it in the collection route.

The second aspect of our access protocol’s efficient use of bandwidth is the use of reserved

unused bandwidth. Nodei, with proper authorization by the head end node, can transmit after
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receiving an EOT signal. The description of the access is the same as for the use of unreserved

bandwidth with the difference that the ES signal is replaced by an EOT signal and the BS signal

is replaced by an ES signal. The delay�i replaced by a possibly different delay, which we denote

by �i. In a manner akin to the control of the use of the unreserved bandwidth by the head end,

the unused unreserved bandwidth can be controlled by controlling on which unused transmission

intervals nodei can transmit and the parameter�i. Unlike unreserved bandwidth, however, node

i can only transmit in the transmission interval of nodej the second time that is sees that trans-

mission interval in a transmission cycle, unless nodej has already had access to that transmission

cycle (because nodej is upstream of nodei in the collection route).

5 Implementation Issues

This section illustrates the feasibility of implementing our recovery protocol in hardware by out-

lining a simple yet flexible implementation. In particular, we use the numbering and spanning tree

defined by the DFS to implement the protocol through actions and timing local to the network

nodes. The discussion focuses on the collection portion of the route rather than the distribution

portion. As the redundant distribution trees are a form of active traffic replication, only the recip-

ients affected by a failure need switch over to the second tree. Such switching is a purely local

action. Also, with the exception of the redundancy of the root node, the operation of these trees is

described in detail in earlier work [MFBG99].

Recovery of the collection route can be accomplished through actions local to each node in a

network. For the purposes of the implementation, we assume that each node contains an optical

switch fabric capable of supporting lightpath routing between the node’s links. To implement the

recovery protocol, we add a single configurable device to each link in the subnetwork to be used by

the access architecture. After configuration, these devices act independently to implement recovery

on the collection route.

5.1 Strategy and timing

We begin by labeling links in terms of the numbering defined by the DFS. Each link from a node

is labeled as either an ancestor (A) or a descendant (D) link depending on the relative order of the
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node at the other end of the link. In addition, links in the spanning tree produced by the DFS are

labeled as tree (T) links. As an example, consider the DFS exploration of the NJ LATA network

shown in Figure 10. In the implementation, these labels are used to configure the link devices.

Now consider the case of a link failure. A failed link divides the DFS tree into two parts, which

we term the upper and lower sections. The upper section contains the root of the tree. At the time

of the failure, the nodes at either end of the link detect the absence of the pilot tone and loop back

from the failed link. For the upper part of the tree, the resulting flow of traffic is equivalent to

a collection routing on a subset of the network. For the lower part of the tree, the flow becomes

cyclic, preserving the majority of the traffic in the fibers until restoration completes and exerting

“back pressure” through collision avoidance as necessary.

As shown in the Section 3, at least one link outside the tree crosses between the upper and

lower parts of the tree. The protocol must select exactly one of these links through which to effect

recovery, and must do so in a distributed fashion. Only links to ancestor nodes in the upper part

represent viable alternatives for this selection process. As the upper part of the tree can continue to

collect traffic without modification, we choose to initiate recovery from the lower part. Detection of

the link failure in the lower part occurs first at the node at the end of the failed link and propagates

along the collection route using a failure signal similar to that used for pilot tones (either in-band

or sub-carrier multiplexed).

As detection of a failure propagates from node to node, each node must decide whether or not

it can effect recovery. In order to prevent nodes from attempting to recover through ancestors in

the lower part of the tree, nodes are required to suppress such recovery when they detect a failure.

This suppression is accomplished by asserting a suppression signal over all non-tree descendant

links. Due to the triangle inequality, these suppression signals typically arrive at a node before the

node detects a failure. However, such may not always be the case, and a tunable electronic delay

element is necessary to guarantee proper suppression.

Consider the propagation of the failure along the collection route. A simple timing analysis

demonstrates that failures must not be propagated downstream until a node has decided that it

cannot realize recovery itself. Consider a series of nodes below a link (or node) failure. Before

deciding to splice in a non-tree ancestor link, a node must wait to guarantee that suppression

of such links has been asserted and must also wait to ensure that no node upstream has already
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recovered. As the recovery decision process requires at least some input from the node immediately

upstream, part of this delay cannot be overlapped with the delay at that node. This component of

the delay thus accumulates along the path below a cut, requiring that nodes delay based on the

global structure of the collection route rather than on purely local constraints.

In contrast, if failures are not detected until all upstream nodes have attempted recovery, a node

must wait only for suppression, the time for which depends only on the propagation delays on the

nodes’ links. Such a scheme can be realized by requiring a node to mask or hold failures until

deciding that it cannot recover. As this masking serializes the parallelizable component of the

delays at each node, however, global recovery times are longer.

5.2 Implementation approach

We are now ready to discuss the implementation. As mentioned earlier, we use a single, config-

urable device on each link to implement the protocol. Based on the labeling of the associated link

and on the current status of the network, the device determines whether or not the link is spliced

into the collection route and generates necessary signals.

The collection route is formed by using the switch fabric to loop a fiber through all link devices

in a node. Figure 11 shows an example based on the DFS labeling of the NJ LATA network

from Figure 10. The internal loop connects the access wavelength in a single cycle beginning

with the tree ancestor, passing through all other ancestor links, then through non-tree descendant

links, and finally looping through links to descendants in the collection tree before returning to

the tree ancestor link. For node 7 in the NJ LATA network, the tree ancestor is node 4, non-tree

ancestor is node 1 (the links to nodes 2 and 3 are not necessary for recovery, as mentioned in

Figure 10, non-tree descendants is node 9, and tree descendants are node 8 and 11. The ordering

supports the operation of the protocol: failures detected upstream or immediately above the node

are detected at the device attached to the tree ancestor link. After a delay to ensure the arrival of

suppression signals, failure signals pass to each non-tree ancestor link and propagate only if the

link has been suppressed. If no ancestor link is available, the failure marker passes through the

non-tree descendant links to initiate suppression of descendants. Finally, the failure is passed to

the descendants in the tree.
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In the example, we have chosen to minimize the number of links used for restoration. This

process involves reasoning about link and node failure coverage provided by each link outside the

tree. Leaf nodes, for example, require at least one non-tree ancestor link to be included for recovery

from failure of the link to the tree ancestor (or of the ancestor node itself). However, one can often

select an ancestor link that also provides coverage for other link or node failures. In Figure 10,

links in the tree are represented as solid lines and links necessary to recovery are represented as

dashed lines. Additional links are necessary for complete failure coverage, but only three of six

must be chosen for the graph shown; these links are represented as dash-dotted lines. Finally,

several links are unnecessary; these appear as dotted lines in the figure. The fibers not required

for recovery can be used to support additional lightpath traffic. Links not used for restoration are

simply left out of the internal loop, as shown in Figure 11.

A model of the link device appears in Figure 12. The device attaches optically to both the exter-

nal fiber and to the optical switch fabric. The internal loop structure is then implemented through

configuration of the switch fabric, using the same mechanisms as are necessary for lightpath rout-

ing. A pilot tone P is used to detect link and node failure, and each link device both generates

and detects the presence of this pilot tone. Link devices can also transmit a single failure signal

both externally (denoted E) and within a node’s internal loop (denoted I). Depending on the device

configuration, the E signal can represent failure propagation (AT or DT), recovery suppression (A),

or a recovery attempt (D). As with the pilot tone, the failure signal can be implemented in-band

or out-of-band; the implementation is orthogonal to our discussion. In addition to the three bits of

signal generation state (EIP), a link device contains a fourth bit of state corresponding to whether

or not the external link is connected to the node’s internal loop or not. Such a connection can be

implemented with a 2x2 optical switch, which provides loopback in the case of link failure.

After the collection route is selected and the internal loops are configured within the switch

fabrics, each link device is provided with ancestor and tree bits (A and T) and placed in the “Nor-

mal” state for its type. Until a failure occurs in the network, all link devices remain in their initial

states; only when a failure signal arrives or a pilot tone is lost do the link devices change state to

restore the collection route. In the four initial states, the link devices generate only the pilot tone P;

the connection C between the internal loop and the external link is made for tree links and not

made for non-tree links.
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In the remainder of this section, we discuss the state machine for each configuration of the

link devices. Figures 13 through 16 illustrate the designs. Each oval in a figure represents a

single state for the link device and provides a meaningful name as well as signal generation (EIP)

and connection (C) information. A horizontal bar over a variable indicates that the signal is not

generated or the link is not connected into the internal loop. The arrows in the figures represent

possible transitions; each transition is labelled with the change of input that causes that transition.

If no arc exists for a given change of input from a particular state, that change should not occur in

the state, and such an event should be treated as a system error and handled by a higher layer of

network management.

5.3 Tree ancestor state machine

Each node contains a single link device of type AT connecting the node to its ancestor in the DFS

tree. This link device serves to introduce a failure signal into the node’s internal loop, and does

so for one of two purposes: failure generation and subtree recovery. Recall that when a link or

node in the collection route fails, only nodes disconnected from the root need act to recover. Such

failures are always detected by the AT device of the node just below the failure, and it alone is

responsible for generating a failure signal in response to a lost pilot tone. The state machine for

an AT device appears in Figure 13. As shown in the figure, the device immediately removes the

link from the internal loop (i.e., loops back by turning off C) and stops generating a pilot tone to

address the possibility of partial link failures. The device also emits a failure signal on the internal

loop (an I signal), starting the process of recovery.

The AT device in a node also introduces an I signal in order to initiate exploration of the subtree

rooted at the node for recovery purposes. It does so in response to a failure signal received from

the node’s parent (an E signal). The device first holds the failure for a period of time before passing

the failure into the internal loop. The delay ensures that suppression signals from ancestor nodes

have reached the node, and is based on the relative propagation delays on the node’s tree and non-

tree links. If the failure signal passes through all other link devices, neither the AT device’s node

nor any of the node’s children was able to recover, and the device returns the failure to the node’s

parent by generating an E signal.
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The normal state lacks a transition based on detection of an I signal. The rationale for this

elision is the fact that only the AT device in a node can introduce such a signal into the node’s

internal loop. Only after the device generates such a signal, in either the Generate Failure or the

Subtree Explore state, can the signal propagate around the internal loop, passing through all other

link devices, and return to the AT device. If the signal returns in the Generate Failure state, recovery

was impossible and must be handled by a higher layer. Such an event can occur only as a result of

multiple failures in the network and is thus beyond the scope of this paper.

5.4 Tree descendant state machine

The state machine for a link device of type DT, connecting a node to one of its descendants in the

DFS tree, is the simplest of the four types, as it plays only a minor role in recovery of the collection

route. A diagram of the state machine appears in Figure 14. As with the AT device, the DT device

responds to the loss of a pilot tone by turning off its own pilot tone and looping back from the link

so as to remove it from the internal loop. Unlike the AT device, the DT device takes no action to

initiate recovery.

The DT device can also receive an I signal, which it forwards across the fiber to the descendant

node (as an E signal). If recovery is impossible from the descendant node’s subtree, the E signal

returns, and the DT device passes the I signal to the next device in its node’s internal loop.

The normal state for the DT device lacks a transtion based on detection of an E signal. As with

the case of the I signal for the AT device, a DT device must send an E signal before it can receive

one.

5.5 Non-tree ancestor state machine

Non-tree ancestor links effect recovery of the collection route. The state diagram for a type A link

device appears in Figure 15. When the device notices an I signal, it splices the link into its internal

loop and passes a failure signal (an E signal) to the ancestor node. The ancestor node interprets

this signal as a recovery request and splices the link into its internal loop, completing the recovery

of the collection route.

An ancestor node below a failure in the DFS tree suppresses recovery attempts by the cor-
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responding A device in its (non-immediate) descendant node by sending an E signal before the

device receives an I signal. This ordering is enforced by the Failure Hold delay in the AT device

of the descendant node. Recovery is also suppressed when an A device’s link is broken, which

may occur in the case of a node failure. In either suppressed state, an I signal is passed to the next

device in the node’s internal loop.

5.6 Non-tree descendant state machine

Figure 16 shows the state diagram for a type D link device. A non-tree descendant link can receive

a recovery request from its descendant node in the form of an E signal, in response to which it

connects the link to its internal loop, completing recovery of the collection route.

A D link device that first receives an I signal must suppress such a recovery attempt, as the

D link device’s node lies below the failure in the DFS tree. Suppression also takes the form of an

E signal, and the I signal is passed to the next link device in the internal loop. Loss of the pilot

tone implies that the device’s node is above the failure in the DFS tree and that the device will hear

no more about it.

6 Conclusions

We have described an architecture for optical local and metropolitan access in a way that allows

for efficient and fair sharing of an access wavelength and that is robust to link or node failures.

Our scheme uses very simple optics with respect to the type of optics required to process headers

and buffer packets at very high speeds. In itself, the elimination of buffering enhances reliability

insofar at it precludes the loss of packets due to buffer overflow.

Many different directions for future research stem from our architecture. One of these direc-

tions is the establishment of effective and simple access policies for ensuring flexibility in the

trade-off between fairness and efficient bandwidth use in the collection route. Another venue of

research is the combined choice of collection route and access policies.
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Figure 2: Example of a topology whose nodes cannot be included in a single star or an Eulerian

tour.
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Figure 3: Example of a DFS tree and the corresponding collection route.
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Figure 4: Collection route for an access network with a single head end and several nodes on the

collection route.
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Figure 5: Example of redundant distribution trees on the network of Figure 3.
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Figure 6: Collection route before link failure.
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Figure 7: Collection route after failure of link[i; j].
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Figure 8: Collection route before node failure.
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Figure 9: Collection route after failure of nodej.
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Figure 10: Example DFS tree and labeling. The graph shown is the NJ LATA network. An

expanded version of node 7 is labeled with ancestor (A), descendant (D), and tree (T) markings.

Link styles indicate their relevance to the collection route and recovery.
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Figure 11: Example internal loops. The loops shown correspond to those of nodes 4 and 7 from

the example of Figure 10. Links unnecessary to recovery are excluded from the internal loops.
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Figure 12: Model of link device implementing collection route recovery.
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Figure 13: State diagram for an AT link device.
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Figure 14: State diagram for a DT link device.
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Figure 15: State diagram for an A link device.
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